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EDITORIAL PREFACE
On Wednesday, April 14th, following the eight day Passover celebration David Koresh
released what turned out to be his final letter through his lawyer, Dick DeGuerin. In it he joyfully reported that "his waiting period was over" and that upon completion of a manuscript
containing the "decoded message of the Seven Seals" he would come out. He considered the
composition of this manuscript to be a privilege allowed him by God, the direct answer to his
prayers which he had sought for the past seven weeks.
Although many questioned both the ability and intention of David Koresh to produce this
manuscript, we received this news with great relief. We had been urging David for several
weeks through radio broadcasts and cassette tapes to exit Mt. Carmel peacefully as he now
proposed to do. We had based our case to him on interpretations of the Book of Revelation
which we felt he might find persuasive. This was only five days before the tragic fire on April
19th.
We now know that David Koresh did begin work on his manuscript and truly took it
most seriously. A computer disk containing his dictated text was carried out of Mt. Carmel by
Ruth Riddle, a survivor of the fire. Indeed, Ruth tells us that she and David worked for
several hours on Sunday night, the last night of his life; him dictating and she typing out his
thoughts. She reports that the Branch Davidians were calm and joyful that evening at the prospect of David completing his work and their impending exodus.
David's work will speak for itself to those who are interested in his exegesis and
understanding of the mysterious Seven Seals of the Book of Revelation. Regardless of one's
evaluation of the content, one point is clear—in a short time, under most trying circumstances,
David Koresh had produced a rather substantial piece of work. He had completed the Preface,
which is a poem, the Introduction to the work as a whole, and Chapter One, which covered the
First Seal. Judging from this work we can estimate that the finished product would have run
about 50-75 pages and might have taken him another two or three weeks.
David Koresh, in that last letter, asked that the completed manuscript be given to his
lawyer, Dick DeGuerin, then passed on first to us. He had apparently come to trust our
knowledge and integrity in discussing with him his interpretations of Revelation. He then
authorized our release of copies to scholars, religious leaders, and the general public.
Although David died a few days later, and was thus prevented from finishing this work, we
still thought it best to release mis portion which he did complete, following his instructions.
Actually, his exposition of the First Seal was perhaps the most vital in understanding his sense
of his own mission, the reasons for the Waco siege, and what ultimately transpired.
The text is produced here precisely as it came to us from the computer disks. In the
interest of accuracy we have also gone over the entire text word for word with Ruth Riddle,
who typed it on the Sunday evening before the fire. It is clear that David was working quickly
because he left sections blank where he obviously planned to go back and insert Scripture
quotations. We have put these citations in bracketed [italics] in places where David offers
commentary. David's last sentence is a suggestive one which urges readers and followers to
be ready to "come out of our closet." He calls upon those of us on the outside to forsake our
own personal dark closets and he summons the Branch Davidians to "come out" of Mt.
Carmel and face the world as lovers of Christ.
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